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Abstract – Vision based preceding vehicle detection systems
are very promising for driver assistance in Intelligent Vehicles. In this paper, a vision based preceding vehicle detection
approach capable of distance estimation is presented. That is
relatively unaffected by shadows and lighting variations. The
system acquires the rear view using two cameras mounted on
side mirrors of a vehicle. Hough-Transform is used for the
detection of near lane marking and neighbouring vehicles are
detected smoothly by using gray level statistics. Then the approaching vehicles are detected efficiently using an adaptive
region of interest. Finally, the distance between approaching
and host vehicles is estimated utilizing a perspective camera
model. Distance estimation results of presented system are
precise enough to avoid vehicle collisions and accidents.
Index Terms – vehicle detection, neighbouring/side/closing
vehicles, approaching vehicle, distance estimation, driver assistance, lane change, warning system.

I. INTRODUCTION
Recently, extensive research has been carried out in the
field of driving assistance systems to improve safety and
efficiency of transportation. Vision-based assistance systems take several hints of vehicles as criteria to distinguish
vehicles from other objects and provide information for the
lane change warning systems, the front vehicle collision
warning system, night time light-beam controlling system
and the auxiliary night vision systems [6,11]. In reality
when drivers change lane, the only available resource for
judgement of neighbouring and approaching vehicles is the
side mirrors. But the human negligence and side vision
blind spot are generally the main cause of car accidents and
many collisions. To reduce the amount of car accidents this
paper focus on the detection and distance estimation of vehicle from preceding vehicles for lane departure warning
systems, as it play a vital role in driver safety assistance.
Various methods have been proposed to detect lane
marking and preceding vehicles for lane change warning
systems using cameras, mounted on different positions in
vehicles. Broggi et al [1] utilized the characteristics of
symmetry, bounding box shape and road region constraints
to differentiate vehicles from other objects in scene. Huan
Shen et al [2] performed five steps scheme to locate lane
marking under bad road scene. K-means cluster based algorithm is employed to localize the lane marking followed by

edge detection, matching, searching and linking processions. Krips, Velton and Kummert [3] used the shadow
based classification algorithm, and the adaptive template
matching method for vehicle detection. The method is characterized by the self adjusted template and the matching
score that allows false target rejection. Bing-Fei Wu et al
[4] used Sobel edge pixels and gray intensity for lane marking and vehicle detection approaches. Image co-ordinate
model is utilized for the distance estimation with detected
vehicles. Sun et al [5] used a Gabor filter bank for feature
extraction in vehicle detection. To enhance detection accuracy, they optimized these Gabor filters by genetic algorithms. Miyoshi et al [6] presented a temporal median
filter to detect the latest background images. The technique was applied to the video image obtained from a handheld camera and detects the moving objects. Chang and
Cho [7] developed a real-time vision-based vehicle detection system using an online boosting algorithm. Kim and
Chon [8] used pure camera vision to detect vehicle between
two consecutive images, one needs to analyze the feature
vector to locate moving vehicle. Wen and Kou [9] detect
features and perform comparison to find same features between two consecutive frames and calculate feature vectors
using Speed Up Robust Features (SURF). These feature
vectors are then analyzed to determine whether there are
side moving vehicles or not.
In this paper, a vision-based approach is proposed for detecting side and approaching vehicles, providing distance
estimation and warning alerts to driver for assistance in lane
change. The reliability and speed of vehicle detection is
improved due to the road region segmentation and avoiding
detection of multiple lane markings on road. The proposed
technique is also capable of detecting neighbouring vehicles
when there is no lane marking information available or lane
markings are covered by another vehicle. This paper is organized as follows. Over all system architecture is described in section II. Section III illustrates the detection
algorithm including lane marking detection, vehicles detections and technique for distance estimation. Experimental
results of vehicle detection and distance estimation are presented in Section IV, followed by discussion and conclusion in section V.

II. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

III. DETECTION ALGORITHM

In this paper, a preceding vehicle detection approach is
proposed using two CCD cameras mounted on the side mirrors of a vehicle as shown in Fig. 1. Where θ1 and θ2 are the
angles between vehicles and camera.

The flow chart of the proposed lane marking and vehicle
detection is illustrated in Fig. 4. In any lane change warning
system first step is to detect the nearest lane marking. After
the true classification of near lane marking, it is identified
whether there is any closing vehicle or not. In case, there is
any closing vehicle, the driver will be warned to not to
change the lane. If there is no closing vehicle in neighbouring lane, the adaptive region of interest (ROI) is set to detect the approaching vehicles, without detecting far lane
markings.
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Fig. 1 CCD cameras mounted on the side mirrors of vehicle
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Other than human negligence, side vision blind spots are
also one of the major causes of car accidents. Whenever a
driver looks on the mirror there is a side vision blind spot
[9] as shown in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2 Side vision blind spot area.
Fig. 4 The flow chart of lane marking and vehicle detection.

Lighter area in Fig. 2 can be viewed by both side mirrors
and the darker area is the blind spot region. If there is a
moving vehicle in blind spot area at the same time when
driver is changing lane, the driver will not be able to see it
by both mirrors and a collision or car accident may occur.
So, this blind spot area should also be covered by the camera. For this purpose the angle (θ1 and θ2) between vehicle
and camera should be settled appropriately in Fig. 1.
The captured images from right-side camera are shown in
Fig. 3 where moving objects are neighbouring and approaching vehicles.

A. Near Lane Marking Detection
In the beginning of the detection a ROI is defined as previously done in [4], for the lane marking detection as shown
in Fig. 6. The ROI is labelled as the ABCD area in Fig. 5.

Fig. 5 The Region of Interest for lane marking detection

(a) A neighbouring vehicle.

(b) An approaching vehicle.

Fig. 3 Sample images taken by right CCD camera.

In the ROI, inner boundary of near lane marking is figured out by the vertical edge pixels and Hough-transform
for detection of line as shown in Fig. 6. But in many cases it
is seen that the near lane markings are covered by the closing vehicle (Fig. 7) so, depending only on the near lane

marking to proceed further is not enough for an efficient
system and it is also probable that the edges of closing vehicle will be classified as lane. So, it is compulsory to check
the detected lane marking candidate to decide whether it is
lane marking or not. If the near lane marking is classified as
true candidate the system will start searching the closing
vehicles. In case, the lane is not classified as true candidate
then that region will be classified as closing vehicle.
Fig. 8 The check regions for closing vehicle detection.

Fig. 6 Detected inner boundary of lane.

Fig. 9 The gray intensity histogram of the surface of road.

Fig. 7 Near lane marking covered by a closing vehicle.

B. Closing Vehicle in the neighbouring lane detection
The closing vehicle in neighbouring lane is detected using gray level comparison similar to [4]. When there is a
neighbouring vehicle, a huge amount of gray intensity that
is different with road will appear. Therefore, to estimate the
gray intensity histogram of the road surface, a ROI for road
is arranged, shown as ROI-road in Fig. 8. To avoid the influence of lane marking, width of ROI-road is taken larger
than the height of ROI-road. The highest number of gray
intensity is denoted as Iroadmax (Fig. 9). And the gray intensity ranging [Iroadmax- α, Iroadmax+ α] is considered as the gray
intensity region of the road surface. Two ROI, RN1 and
RN2 are taken (Fig. 8) to detect the neighbouring vehicle.
The amount of pixels (P) in RN1 and RN2, not belonging to
the region of the road is calculated to obtain the ratio:

As mentioned in Section III (A), sometimes it is seen that
near lane markings are covered by the closing vehicle. In
that case, it is probable that the edges of closing vehicle will
be classified as lane marking. To differentiate the lane
marking from the edges of closing vehicle an adaptive ROI
(RN3) is taken whose diagonal is equal to the length detected candidate of lane marking as shown in Fig. 10. The
ratio ρ is calculated for RN3, using Eqt. 1. In case of
ρRN3 <= τ2 the candidate for lane marking will be classified
as true candidate of lane marking, otherwise it will be considered as closing vehicle and driver will be warned to not
to change the lane.

Fig. 10 ROI for the detection of true lane marking candidate.

ρ = P /N

(1)

N indicates the total number of pixels in RN1 and RN2 respectively. If the ratio ρRN1 or ρRN2 is greater than a certain
threshold τ1, it indicates that a certain amount of gray intensities is varied and there is a neighbouring vehicle.

C. Approaching Vehicle Detection
If there is no closing vehicle, then the system will start
the detection of approaching vehicle without detecting far
lane marking. Approaching vehicle is detected using an
adaptive ROI (ROI-approach) as shown in Fig. 11. ROI is
set using the information of near lane marking. At the start
of detection procedure, width (Pixels) of ROI-approach is
equal to 80% of the distance of pixel lying on lane marking
from the 1st pixel of the row and height of ROI is set to be
15 pixels. The system starts to check the amount of gray

intensity in ROI-approach, different from the intensity of
the surface of road using Eqt. 1. If ρROI-approach > τ3, it implies there is an approaching vehicle. In case if approaching
vehicle is not detected then, ROI-approach will move upward and its width will be decreased by 3%. As the main
information of vehicles only appears in the bottom half of
image so, ROI-approach will keep on moving upward till
the half of the image height, unless it detects the car Fig.
11. An example of image area, covered by ROI-approach is
shown in Fig. 12.

 Fv : Vertical focal length (pixels)
 θ: Incident angle of the detected portion of the preceding vehicle in the camera relative to vehicle pitch axis.

Fig. 13 Vertical Road and mapping geometry.

As illustrated in Fig. 13, the vertical mapping geometry
is mainly dependent on the height (heightcam) of camera
from the surface of road and the elevation (Heighty) of detected portion of vehicle above the ground. Where, both
heights are in meters.
The pitch angle (θ) relative to local tangential plane, in
every scan line is:
Fig. 11 Detected approaching vehicle.

v
Ɵ = atan( )
Fv

(2)

Using value, evaluated in Eqt. 2 the distance between approaching vehicle and the camera corresponding to v, is
obtained:
heightCAM − Heighty
(3)
tan(Ɵ)
The equation of distance (D), after applying a coordinate
change will becomes:
Dcam =

Fig. 12 Region covered by ROI-approach.

D. Distance Estimation
If an approaching vehicle is detected the system will start
to estimate the distance between host and approaching vehicle. In order to estimate the distance, a perspective camera model is applied [11] as shown in Fig. 13. The distance
between the vehicles is projected into image plane at a vertical and horizontal coordinates (u,v) respectively. The vertical mapping model is carried out, as in our application
vertical model is only important. The vertical model considers that the road is flat. Following parameters are used
for distance estimation:
 D : Distance from preceding vehicle (m)
 Dcam : Distance of preceding vehicle from camera (m)
 Drear : Distance between camera and rear end of host
vehicle
 heightCAM : Height of camera from the surface of road
(m)
 Heighty : Elevation of the detected portion of preceding vehicle above the road (m)
 v : Vertical Image coordinates (pixels)
 HEIGHT : vertical size of the CCD (pixels)

heightCAM − Heighty
(4)
2. 𝑣 − 𝐻𝐸𝐼𝐺𝐻𝑇
2Fv
And finally, the actual distance (D) between the rear end of
host vehicle from approaching is obtained as:
Dcam =

Where, Drear
vehicle.

(5)
𝐷 = 𝐷𝑐𝑎𝑚 − 𝐷𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑟
is the distance of camera from the rear end of
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this paper the system was implemented in a HP Intel
(R) Core (TM) 2 Duo 2.4Ghz computer using Matlab2009b. In our system, focal length of both cameras is 6mm,
height (heightcam) of camera from the surface of road is 1m
and α is set to be 30. Heighty is considered to be equal to
0.8, as the proposed system mostly detects the head lights
of preceding vehicle. Based on experiments τ1 is set 0.65, τ2
and τ3 equal to 0.4. The distance between camera and rear
end of car is 6ft. So, Drear is equal to 1.83 meters. The vehicle detection and distance estimation time of the presented
approach is good enough to be implemented in real time
conditions. Estimated distances are shown in top left of the

output images shown in Fig. 14. The results show that the
proposed algorithm is robust in case of shadows and under
bad road scenes. Table 1 illustrate the comparison between
the distance between host and approaching vehicles in real
world and estimated distance in image space.

18.56

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we have presented a lane change warning
system by detecting preceding vehicles and estimating their
distance from host vehicle. The system is robust in case of
shadows and disturbance due to lane marking on the surface
of road and detects the closing and neighbouring vehicles
efficiently. The image processing time is quick enough for
real time application and the estimated distances are precise
enough for avoiding collision.
The results are encouraging in day time. Furthermore, we
plan to include the algorithm for night time lane change
warning system, in future. Night time detection will reduce
the occurrence of accidents in night time as well.
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Fig. 14 Approaching vehicle detection and distance estimation results.
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